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Warmingup

Perfect match
Facebook application
connects students to

America's magic in the World Cup
made soccer matter -sEESPORTS,As
Crime

11"'-.>

POLICE ARREST
MAKEA

POINT

Authorities said a drunken man and
woman were arrested after they
were found pushing a baby stroller
holding two young boys,open •
containers of alcohol and a bayonet
inside. Police said in astatement that
the 30-year-old woman and 52year-old man were arrested after
police were called about 1:30 a.m.
Friday when the woman tried to
take a bike off aporch.

tutors-SEENEWS,A2

Alumni giving out legal aid
Legal Knights aims to·mentor students
SARAH KEZER
Contributing Writer

Seasoned
attorneys,
judges and paralegals who
have survived the tenacious journey of establishing a legal career are providing a resource of
opportunity and advice for
the students - whose
frightened shoes they once
were in - through the
newly assembled Legal

Knights and Friends Alumni Chapter at UCF.
Graduation is not a
requirement for this alumni chapter, which is looking to create a networking
community of amateur
and experienced members
of the legal community.
The first chairman of
the organization, Michael.
Gibson, is a civil justice
attorney in Central Florida
and graduated from UCF

in 1999.
"I hope to merge the
two great entities in Central Florida: UCF and the
Central Florida legal community," Gibson said.
Gibson said Judge Jose
Roc;lriguez,
Michael
Manglardi and Tico Perez
- all members of the legal
community and UCF
alumni - approached him
PLEASE SEE GROUP ON A4

GEORGE OEHL / CENTRALFWRIDA FUTURE

UCF alumnus Michael Gibson, center, the chair of the Legal Knights and Friends
Alumni chapter,above,offers advice and networking opportunities to students.

Bar's facelift
design~d to
RACCOON
,. MAKES PLAY FOR
entice a
POWER . broader crowd
Animals

Araccoon described as acrobatic and
mean:spirited knocked out power to
asection ofdowntown Memphis
that induded two hospitals and the
newspaper for more than five ho~rs.
Memphis Light,Gas and Water
Division presidentJerry Collins told
The CommercialAppealthat the
raccoon dimbed more than 30feet
over barriers intended to keep
animals out, and short-cin:uited a
swit
station.
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Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

AROUND CAMPUS, A2

CAB HOSTS FIRST
EVENT OF SUMMER B
Spoken-word artist Shanelle
Gabriel will perform Tuesday from
7 p.m.to 9 p.m. in the Pegasus
Ballroom at the Student Union.
The event is hosted by CAB.
Contact the Office ofStudent
Involvement at 407-823-3294 for
more information.
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MAN DIES WHILE
TRYING TO SAVE
DROWNING WOMAN
A42-year-old man died Friday in
Dania Beach while attempting to
rescue a woman who was caught
in a riptide. The woman was safely
rescued, but the Dania man
remained underwater.

MISSING 3-YEAR-OLD
BOY.WAS LAST SEEN
WITH HIS UNCLE
Orlando Police are searching for 3year-old MeliekJay SimmonS:
Simmons was last seen with his
unde, Calvin Reed, Sr. According to
family members, Reed has a
history of drug abuse.
\
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BRANDI BROXSON
News Editor

Scoop Bar, Grill and
Lounge at 11726 E. Colonial Drive will have its
grand opening Monday to
celebrate new renovations
and five years of business.
In late March, when the
renovations
were
announced, the Future
reported the loaation
-would become Title
Sports Bar and Grille and
that Scoop would move to
a different spot.
But that is not the case.
Scoop will remain in the
same location and under
the same ownership but
will go by the new name
Scoop Bar, Grill and
Lounge.
Scoop is reopening
after nearly three months
of refurbishments and
renovations.
"From the fence outside to the kitchen inside,
it is completely different,"
said Scoop co-manager
and co-owner Keith
Mawardi
"I heard it's awesome,"
said theatre major Hayley
Lemkin when asked about
the new renovations.
According to Keith
Mawardi, the renovations
were made in an effort to
provide not only a college
atmosphere but also a
family friendly atmosphere for patrons who
come in during the day.
Scoop will now be
open seven- days a week
from 11 a.m. to 2 a.m.,

,

PLEASE SEE WIDE-SPREAD ON A3

Rock the Vote event sets
group canvassing in motion
GRETHA MCCANDELE
Contributing Writer

The Florida Rock the Vote meeting and launch party on Wednesday
gathered UCF students and members ofthe Orlando community that
shared a common goal: to register
young people to vote.
The two-hour meeting held at
Ember in Downtown Orlando united 36 volunteers that will work
together to create teams that will
canvass events in the Central Florida area.
·college Democrats at UCFs vice
president Cortez Whatley was the
. spokesman for one group that suggested canvassing at events such as
Red. Hot & Boom, XL 106.7's annu-

al party during the Fourth of July
weekend
He said that even if he weren't a
member of the College Democrats
he would've attended the event
''It's an excellent opportunity to
engage the youth," Whatley said
''Instead of asking other people to
help us, we're helping ourselves:•
He added that the club is also
involved in voter registration and
has found that the most common
response for people not registered
to vote is that they don't have the
time.
Whatley disagrees with that
''It's a civic duty;• Whatley said
''It's having your voice heard It goes
back to the foundation of what
makes us our country great''
. I

MICHELLE DAVIS/ CENTRAL FWRIOA FUTURE

At the Florida Rock the Vote meeting and launch party Wednesday, representatives passed out stickers
and other like materials to groups gearing to to canvass areas and encourage young people to vote.

The meeting began with Florida
state coordinator Blaire Yancy's
self-introduction to volunteers.
She told volunteers that she
became involved in activism. in high

school after a friend ofhers was
shipped to Afghanistan. Yancy said
she joined Rock the Vote because
PLEASE SEE

ROCK ON A7
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News and notices for

the UCF community

Dietitian office hours offers
: answers to students
, Licensed and regis•tered dietitian/nutritionist
~ Meghan Murphy Van
Camp is available for students to ask questions
' regarding calories, supplements, fiber, protein and
, much more. Bring questions and visit Murphy
Van Camp on the first
floor ofthe Recreation and
Wellness Center today
from noon to 2 p.m.
Contact Health Ser: vices at 407-823-5841.
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Keep local with headlines

you may have missed

:Dania man dies trying to
,rescue drowning woman
DANIA BEACH - A
;South Florida man died on
,Friday after attempting to
:save a drowning woman.
:The young woman was
:caught in a riptide, with
five· people jumping in to
,rescue the woman, said a
;Dania Beach Fire Rescue
official.
The woman was safely
,rescued but the 42-year,old man, whose name had
not
been
released,
remained
underwater.
•Emergency responders
'were able to bring the man
,to shore where he was
taken
to
Memorial
:Regional Hospital in Hol,lywood The man was pro•nounced dead
'
I

.,
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•CAB hosts first Summer B
:event in Student Union
; CAB is hosting its first
: event of Summer B in the
: Pegasus Ballroom of the
Student Union. Students,
make sure to pick up a cup
of free coffee while attending. The event is free and
takes place Tuesday from
7 p.m. to 9 p.m. featuring
spoken-word
artist
Shanelle Gabriel
Contact Steven Natale
from
the Office of Student .
1
Involvement at 407-823:3294 for more information
: or send an e-mail to cabs:peak@mailucf.edu.

.,,

NEWSROOM

New tutoring service employs social-networking

CFF.editvr@gmailcom

Matches made online aren't
only on eHarmony. UCF is the
second school in the nation to
adopt Tutor Matching Service, a
system that allows students to
search for tutoring services
through social networking.
The idea started in April 2009,
when Group Interactive Networks, an organization that uses
technology to solve problems,
wanted to eliminate difficulties
with private tutoring.
TMS evolved as the solution to
these issues in the form of a Facebook application.
Latoya Jackson, the Student
Government Association student
affairs coordinator and UCF student manager of TMS, said pricey
rates and the lack of tutor
resources for upper-level courses
are two issues that the service
addresses.
"I like that it's students helping
students; I like that it's flexible and
students can do it in their own
time," Jackson said.
·
The TMS application allows
students to find a tutor by subject,
review the tutor's experience in
the subject area and read a brief
overview of the person. ·
Any area of (;!Xpertise or
degrees received is listed on the
tutor's profile. Even grades that
the tutor earned in specific classes
are available to review if the tutor
chooses to provide them.
Open appointments are posted
on a tutor's profile and a student
can book themselves based on
convenience with the click of a
button. TMS also provides suggesr

tions for spots to meet for the tion
and
· Invention,
tutoring session.
A tutor can also request a stan- located
in
dard rate for his or her services, Gainesville.
and if a student is not satisfied, The comTMS guarantees a refund. Tutors petican build their credibility by grad- tion
ually increasing rates, getting good recogreviews from students and by hav- nizes
and promotes Florida's innovaing certification provided
·
·
Rajiv Asnani, a TMS student tors.
According to the museum's
manager at the University of Florida. said the use of social-network- website, TMS was judged for its .
ing technology is a great way to readiness to launch its idea, the
ability of the prize to take the servapproach the idea of tutoring.
"It provides one real central ice to the next level and the impact
location that students can look for it has on a national or global scaje.
The award included a $50,000
tutors," Asnani said.
UF was the first school to start grant from the Gainesville Comusing the service and currently munity Foundation and a year of
has 127 tutors available cin TMS. office space in the Gainesville
Jackson said that without any Enterprise Center.
Jessica Bent, the vice president
advertising, UCF provides 25
of public relations for TMS, said
tutors on TMS now.
"We need to get to a broad the award offers many opportuni. range of subjects," she said. "I'm ties for TMS.
. "This will allow us to speed up
hoping to change that come fall."
Jackson said she is in contact the process of implementing TMS
with people from UF to help with on all academic campuses as their
marketing ideas. She said the aim primary private tutoring marketis to gear the marketing to both place or as a supplement to cursides: tutors and those who need rent tutoring centers,'' Bent said.
Asnani said the grant would
tutoring.
Asnani said he believes the also help further the efforts of
service will be successful at UCF TMS to one .day provide online
as early as the summer B term, and tutoring so that students can find
other schools are already working tutor resources from all over the
on bringing TMS to their campus- nation.
es, too.
Jackson said she Qelieves in the
On June ll, TMS was recog- service because students get to fmd
nized for this early success with help easily and tutors can offer help
the Cade Prize for Innovation as and maybe make a little extra cash.
"I think it's a win-win on both
part of a competition sponsored
by the Cade Museum for lnnova- sides,'' Jackson s~d.
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Polic-e search for 3-year-old
boy, last seen with uncle

Distribution Manager

ORLANDO - Orlando
police are searching for 3year-old Meliek Jay Simmons after last being seen
with his uncle, Calvin
Reed Sr. on Saturday.
According to family members, Reed had a history of
drug abuse.
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LET US KNOW
The Future is working
to compile information
about organizations and
events in the UCF community for our calendar on
UCFNews.com and the·
Around Canipus section of
·the paper.
If you lmow of any
information you or your
organization would like us
to include, send an e-mail
to Events.CFF@gmailcom

(Ff ARCHIVE

UCF is one of two universities - UF is the other -to use the Tutor Matching Service, an online enterprise aimed at simplifying the search for tutors.
'
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LOCAL WEATHER
TODA{IN DETAIL
Today Today:
Thunderstotms all afterISOLATED noon. Winds Sat 7 mph.Thirty
T-STORMS percent chance of rain.

High:94°
Low:76°

·Tonight: Evening thunderstorms,
with thirty percent chance of rain.
Winds SE at 9 mph.

Tuesday

. High:92°
ISOLATED STORMS Low:77°

Wednesday

High:87°
ISOLATED STORMS Low:76°

One free copy of the Central Rorida Future
permitted per issue. If available, additional
copies may be purchased from our office with
prior approval for $1each. Newspaper theft
is a aime. ViolatOB may be subject to civil
and aiminal prosecution and/or
Univelsity discipline.
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GRAB YOUR COUPON BOOK
in the student union today
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or print your coupons ·oriline at
www.KtiightNeipspapers.co~!
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Wide-spread changes include restaurant fare
~ -

FROM Al

required to serve food.
"We never physically
according to Mawarcli.
served food," said Romi
"We are not just a Mawardi, Keith's brother
watering hole anymore," and co-manager and coKeith Mawardi said. "It's owner of Scoop.
not always about the
to
the
According
drinking, you can do it all Department of Business
here.''
and Professional Regula· The front room of tion's website a 4COP ·
Scoop now features 60- license allows for the sale
inch TVs, renovated bath- of "beer, wine and liquor;
rooms, a new paint job and package sales and sale by
booths for seating. A new the drink for consumption
DJ system was also added. on premises."
The front room and
Scoop's alcohol and
back dancing room will be food licenses are filed
available for catered under the name Scoop
events and parties. The Lounge.
·
back dance room will be
' Scoop settled the disopen Mondays, Wednes- pute with the landlord and
days, .Fridays and Satur- will now offer a full m:enu
days, according to Keith of food items in addition
Mawardi
to their drink menu.
Scoop ran into probScoop surveyed stulems on Feb. 18, when the dents to find out what
landlord 'of the property, they would like t.o see ·
Equity One Realty · Inc., included on the new
filed an eviction notice to menu.
.
Scoop.
The menu selections
In order to serve alco- include appetizers, breakhol under its 4COP fast, a kids' menu, "Scooplicense,
Scoop
was a-dillas," dessert, burgers,

EMRE KELLY/ CENTRALFLORIDAFUTURE

Scoop, on the comer of Colonial Drive and Alafaya Trail, underwent nearly three months of renovations and will have a grand opening Monday.

sandwiches,·wings, salads
and entrees. Scoop will
also offer a to-go menu.
For the grand opening

:J.ight, Scoop will be offering free drinks until midnight an:d five free wings
with promotion ticket.

When asked about his can be here to serve East
thoughts for the next five I Orlando and UCF stuyears to come Keith · dents. Everyone is wel- .
Mawardi said "I hope we come here."

There's so much in life worth cdebrating: anniversaries, reunions, triumphs - big and small.
And Walt Disney World ~Resort makes it easy for you to magnify those moments.
Just go to DisneysCelebrationCentral.com today and see what magic is waitin g especially for Florida Residents.
M ake this the year to dream big.. . wish hard ... and celebrate at the place where dreams come true.

I..,.

<l~\\
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.

What will you celebrate?
(ekrtfisN!"fWorld
'IVhere dream, wmc tmc
As to D isney properties/artwork: © Disney
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Group wants students to view it as-a place for mentors
••

FROM Al

to head the new chapter.
"Ten years ago, I was a
student at UCF, and I was
very fortunate that I was
able to meet a lawyer,
Michael Manglardi, and
have a great mentor to
guide me and really bring
me into this legal community," Gibson said. "It was
an invaluable experience I
could not purchas~ anyplace else, and that was all
because of the UCF connection."
The organizational goal
of the alumni chapter is to
provide guidance ~d networking possible internship opportunities for students going through the
legal studies, criminal justice and political science
fields, Gibson said
"My personal goal is if
there's one student sitting
over at UCF now who is on
the fence about whether or
not they can get through
law school or get through
the LSATs or whether or
not they could be a practicing attorney, and I could
reach them and say 'Yes
you can,' then I've reached
my personal goal," he said.
The chapter hosted its
second social at the Downtown PourHouse on
Thursday night, with
appetizers and a free first
round of drinks for about
35 attendees.
· Rodriguez, a judge in·
the 9th Judicial Circuit
Court of Florida, said joining the chapter will be a
great way for those graduating law school or still in
the process to meet and
collaborate with lawyers.
Rodriguez, who met his
wife, Ana Rodriguez, while
attending UCF, said the
group is also working to
raise scholarship money
individuals on the legal
studies track.
"It's always good when
the Black and Gold get

for

'It was an
invaluable
experience·I
could not
purchase.
anyplace else,
and that was all
because of the
UCF connection.'
- 'MICHAEL GIBSON
CIVIL JUSTICE ATTORNEY

together," he said.
Michael Mendez, an
attorney with Colombo,
Hurd and Brandt, is vicechair of the chapter and
said the group was established to help students get
on the legal career path,
warn them of the pitfalls
and advise them on what
todo.
"We're here to help,"
· Mendez said.
Members of the UCF
trial team are already taking advantage of the
resource and have joined
the chapter, according to
Katie Korkosz, assistant
director of development
and alumni relations in the
College ofHealth and Public Affairs.
Korkosz said she is
working with the group in
establishing a continuing
legal education class for
credit at UCF during the
fall 2010 semester. .
"Everyone who has
joined the group has
shown a lot of ambition,"
said Korkosz.
The group had its
monthly meeting Friday at
®ibson's office.
To receive meeting
dates
and
events
announcements, contact
Katie Korkosz at kkorkosz@mail.ucf.edu.

With an aim at offering
mentors as well as
advice, the legal
Knights and Friends
Alumni Chapter holds
its monthly meetings
at Michael"Gibson's
office, left.
PHOTOSBY GEORGE OEHL/
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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Alex not aiming at Gulfoil spill area - for now
GREG BLUESTEIN
Associated Press
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NEW ORLEANS - A
tropical depression slamming into parts of Mexico
isn't taldng aim at the
massive Gulf oil spill for now - though any
system can quickly
change course and send
cleanup efforts grinding
to a halt.
The logistics of containing the oil spewing
into the Gulf of Mexico
are mind-boggling even
in ideal conditions.
Things become even
more complicated with
the approach of a storm
system like Alex, which
has pelted Belize, northern Guatemala and Mexico's Yucatan Peninsula
with heavy rain.
Any system with winds
over 46 mph could force
BP PLC to abandon efforts
to contain the flow for up
to two weeks and delay
the drilling of two relief
wells that are the best
hope of stopping it, Coast
Guard Adm. Thad Allen
said Saturday, shortly after
Alex became the first
tropical storm of the
Atlantic hurricane season.
It has since weakened to a
tropical depression.
However, forecasters
say Alex will cross over
the Yucatan Peninsula
back into the Gulf, where
the warm waters could
fuel it up to hurricane
strength. It's projected to
hit Mexico again south of
Texas ~d miss the spill,
but officials are watching
closely.
"We all know the
weather is unpredictable
and we could have a sudden, iast-minute change,"
Allen said.
Emergency plans call
for moving workers and
equipment five days
before gale-force winds
are forecast to arrive at
the half-square mile containment operation surrounding the blown-out
well. Oil has been gushing
since the offshore drilling
rig Deepwater Horizon
exploded 50 miles off
Louisiana's coast April 20,
killing 11 workers.
Nearly 39,000 people
and more than 6,000
boats are working there,
in other parts of the Gulf
and on land to skim and
corral ·the oil, protect
hundreds of miles of
coastline and clean fouled
beaches. All of those
efforts would have to be
suspended if a storm
threatened
At the we'll, the two
systems that have been
capturing anywhere from
840,000 to 1.2 million gallons of oil a day would be
unhooked, leaving oil to
gush freely into the Gulf
again. No one knows
exactly how much is
flowing, but worst-case
estimates indicate it
could be as much as 2.5
million gallons a day.
Work would .also stop
on the two relief wells
being drilled to take the
pressure off the blownout well, considered the
only permanent solution.
The first is on target for
completion by midAugust, but there could
be a significant delay if

DAVE MARTIN/ ASSOCIATED PRESS

Vessels of Opportunity skim oil from the water in Pensacola Bay, Saturday. Small amounts of the oil from the Deepwater Horizon disaster have started coming ashore on the Florida and Alabama coast.

people and ships come
ashore to ride out a storm
Despite the setback a
suspension would represent, "the safety of life is
number one priority,"
Allen said.
Out in the Gulf, there
is also concern about the
thousands of feet of protective boom ringing
numerous islands and
beachfronts. Winds and
waves could hurl the
material, much of it
soaked with oil, deep into
marshes and woodlands.
"What boom they don't
pick up - and there's
miles and miles of it, so
there's no way they can
pick it all up -will end up
back in the marsh," said
Ivor van Heerden, former
deputy
director
of
Louisiana State University's Hurricane Center.
Once a storm's expected direction is determined, barges and crews
plan to remove as much
boom in its path as possible, said Sam Phillips, .
solid waste permits
administrator with the
Louisiana Department of
Environmental Quality.
The boom would be
stored on barges so it
·could be put back in place
quickly.
"Obviously, it wouldn't
withstand a hurricane,"
Phillips said.
Workers
probably
would have enough time
to retrieve most of the
exposed boom, he said.
''You can move a lot of
boom in 48 hours, if that
were your sole endeavor,"
he said. "Can they get all
of it? Probably not."
The spill - and the
prospect of a hurricane
whipping oily water into
bayous and coastal communities - is als·o complicating the already complex hurricane planning
that takes place each
summer.
After all, this is a
region that's no stranger
to big storms. In 2005, the
devastating Hurricane
Katrina was followed
immediately by Hurricane Rita. Three years
later, hurricanes Gustav
and Ike hit back-to-back.
BP, the Coast Guard
and the state of Lousiana
have already been talking
about how to coordinate

evacuations so workers
and equipment involved
in the oil spill response
don't
clog highway
escape routes.
Officials in coastal St.
Bernard Parish gave local
agencies a deadline for
outlining
evacuation
plans, said parish spokeswoman Jennifer Belsom.
She acknowledged uncertainties posed by the spill
could flummox even the
best laid plans.
"There are all kinds of
what ifs,'' she said
Thousands of families
that lost jobs because of
the spill may have fewer
resources for a storm
evacuation, said Mark
Cooper, director of the
Louisiana
governor's
Office of Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness.
Pete Gerica says fishermen like him who typically ride out storms in
their boats also might
have second thoughts this
year because of the spill.
Oily water carried by the
storm surge could be difficult to clean.
"How would you clean
it up?" he said. ''You will
have to clean up mud and
oil. Can you clean that out
of the walls? Who
knows."
It's also unclear what a
storm would do to oil
floating in the Gulf.
Some fear high winds
and large waves could
push it deeper into estuaries and wetlands. A
storm surge of several
feet could bring it inland,
creating a mess. But a
storm also could help disperse and break up some
of the oil.
No matter what happens
with
Tropical
Depression Alex, it's likely
just the beginning. Forecasters are predicting a
busy hurricane season
with powerful storms.
Jeff Masters, director of
meteorology for forecasting service Weather
Underground, said spill
responders may need to
rethink their five-day window for suspending containment efforts because
storms often change more
quickly than that.
If they don't develop a
more nuanced plan, he
said, "it means they are

going to be having lots of
fals_e alarms where they are

unnecessarily taking down
their operation or they are

going to be putting lives at
risk, one or the other."
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Tropical Storm Alex heads for the Gulf
PATRICK E.JONES
Associated Press

BELIZE CITY -Tropical Storm Alex weakened to a depression Sunday, hours after making
landfall in this popular
tourist destination, but is
expected
to
regain
strength in the coming
days as it moves out over
warmer waters in the
Gulf of Mexico.
Although Alex could
eventually become a hurricane, it is projected to
touch down on the Mexican coastline later this
week well away from the
area where BP PLC is trying to stop a massive oil
leak, the U.S. Hurricane
Center in Miami said.
On Saturday, Alex
swept
through
the
Yucatan Peninsula, northern Guatemala, and
Belize with torrential
downpours, forcing hundreds of tourists to flee
resort islands. Winds
were at 60 mph when the
storm made landfall in
Belize on Saturday night
but had decreased to 35
mph by Sunday morning.
Alex was centered
about 85 miles south of
Campeche, Mexico.
Belize officials ppened
storm shelters in the
island tourist resort of
San Pedro, as 1,400 people 'fled for the mainland
by plane and by boat.
Along Mexico's resortstudded Caribbean coast,
officials warned tourists
to stay out of rough surf
kicked up by the storm.
But there were no immediate reports of damage
to popular beach destinations such as Cancun,
Cozumel, Playa del Carmen or Tulum.
State Public Safety
director Miguel Ramos
Real said 25 anglers were
evacuated and 17 navy
personnel were brought

to the mainland from a
base on Banco Chinchorro, an atoll off the Mexican coast.
Three shelters were
opened, and ports were
closed to small craft.
Now all eyes turn to
the Gulf of Mexico.
When Alex became
the first named storm of
the Atlantic hurricane
season, officials immediately worried what effect
it could have on efforts to
contain the millions of
gallons of crude spewing
into the Gulf.
A cap has been placed
over the blown-out
undersea well, directing
some of the oil to a sur.face ship where it is being
collected or burned.
Other
ships
are
drilling two relief wells,
projected to be done by
August, which are considered the best hope to stop
the leak.
For the time being, the
storm appears likely to
miss the oil-slicked
region and make landfall
in Mexico, somewhere
near the border · of
Tamaulipas and Veracruz
states - but meteorologists warned that a
storm's track can quickly
change.
Meanwhile in the
Pacific, two storms were
far offshore and did not
pose an immediate threat
to land.
Once-powerful Celia
weakened from a hurricane to a tropical storm
with maximum sustained
winds of 50 mph, the hurricane center said.
The storm was anticipated to fall apart by Sunday.
Darby, which was also
a powerful hurricane, has
also weakened to a tropical storm.
Its center is about 310
miles south-southwest of
Zihuatanejo, Mexico.

'
Workers remove a palm shade from the beach in preparation for the arrival
of tropical storm Alex as winds begin to increase in Mahaual, Mexico, Saturday.The weather was
deteriorating in Belize, Mexico, and along the Yucatan Peninsula,the National Hurricane Center said, noting that it is too soon to say if Alex would hit the massive oil spill•
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Rock the Vote wants to 'empower an entire generation'
FROM

Al

it's a constant task unlike
volunteering to get a candidate el_ected, which has
an expiration date.
She also added what the
organization meant to her.
"It's the most fulfilling
thing fve done in my life,"
Yancy said
Then, she gathered the
volunteers and asked them
to introduce themselves to
a person they didn't know.
After an exchange ofgreetings, handshakes, and
small talk between volunteers, Yancy narrated the
beginning of Rock the
Vote.
It was introduced on
the show Yo! MTV Raps in
1990 and asked the audience to call the show to
register to vote, Yancy said
Then, actors, musicians
and celebrities rallied
behind Rock the Vote's
message to empower
young people to become
involved in voting.
Leonardo DiCaprio,
members ofMegadeth and
Justin Timberlake are just
a few of the performers
· that have appeared in public service announcements
for the organization,
according to its website.
"You're working_ to
empower an entire generation," Yancy told the volunteers.
She proceeded to break
the volunteers into groups
and asked them to create
lists of local events to canvass and websites visited
by young people where
Rock the Vote could reach
out to them.
Volunteers were also
given a ~ of events they
could sign up for, such as to
teach high school students
about voter registration,
canvassing -at Warped
Tour or Rock.in' Lake Eola
Then, volunteers will hit
the streets in teams
according to the . events
they signed up for.
Yancy said the event
was a success because it
had a balanced amount of
UCF students and members of the Orlando community.
''To see those two different worlds that are
sometimes separate come
together, it's what I really
wanted to happen at Rock
the Vote," Yancy said
She is helping set up
volunteer teams in Orlando until August Then, the
community teams will be
self-sufficient but will
. always be able to keep in
contact with Yancy. She
will move on to help set up
teams in Tallahassee and
Gainesville.
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NEW SMALL PLATES
I

PHOTOS BY MICHELLE DAVIS/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Rock the Vote campaign is a multi-pronged endeavor aimed at imploring
young people to not only become registered to vote but also make their voices
heard by actually voting in the upcoming election.

"This is their movement, it's in their hands,"
Yancy said
Jen Vargas, a local filmmaker who graduated
from Florida Metropolitan
University - now Everest
University - decided to
join Rock the Vote after
witnessing how the "2008
election brought dormant
people aero~ generations
to the polls:'
She filmed lines of people at the polls waiting to

vote. Vargas saw children
not old enough to vote
wearing Barack Obama Tshirts and was moved by it
Vargas said those who
didn't vote in the last election don't have a right to
complain. And, she had
two questions for those
who aren't registered to
vote: ''Why?"' and '½re you
American?''
''It's a right many people have fought and died
for;' Vargas said
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HOULIHAN'S
RESTAURANT+

BAR

9150 International Dr.
407.363.0043
2600 E. Colonial Dr.
407.894.3009
8520 W. lrlo Bronson Memorials Hwy.
407.809.0900
1148 University Blvd.
407.770.6990
houlihans.com

Earn Money for Your Plasma·Donations
+---- -- ----~- --~ ----- - - - --·~

CANGENE PLASM.A
RESOURCES

mld-llorlda

2 FOR 1 DOMESTIC

•

DRAFTS, HOUSE WIN~

We are looking for healthy people
who are interested in making $200 or
more per month by donating plasma
up to twice a week. We operate on an
appointment only basis-no waiting.
Call today to get started:

&WELL COCKTAILS

WILD MUSHROOM &
ARUGULA FLATBREAD

(866) 563-1266
www.cangeneplasma.com
· Located off 1-4- py the Altamonte Mall
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Are the classes you need next semester full?
Need a class to graduate on time?
Consider taking it at a UCF Regional Campus.
With classes in business. education, psyc~ology and more, UCF Regional Campuses offer
you 10 locations to choose from and class times that fit your schedule. To learn more,
•
contact an advisor at rcadvising@mail.ucf.edu.

regionalcam.puses. ucf.edu
- - - - - ---------------;,---~--------------------'-----
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U.SA magic made country warm up to soccer
Deja vu all over again.
Just like in 2006, Ghana
put a four-year hold on the
United States run at a
World Cup title.
Ghana 2, U.S. I.
America's hopes? Let
.down.
It's dream turned night-

GOLF

KERR HOLDS EIGHT-SROKE
LEAD IN LPGA CHAMPIONSHIP
PITTSFORD, N.Y. - Holding an
eight-stroke lead and 18 holes away
from asecond major title, Cristie Kerr
wasn't about to declare victory in the
LPGA Championship.
"I can sit here and say, 'Give me the
trophy now: But it's not going to
happen;'Kerr said after shooting a 69
Saturday. "I've got one more round of
golf to play. Theres one reason I'm
sitting here and so far ahead at this
point is because of the attitude I'm
tiringing:'
Kerr's focus was on display during a
rain-soaked round at the Locust Hill
Country Club, where she wentto 13under 203 entering the final round
Sunday. Her advantage tops the
previous largest entering the final
round ofthe LPGA ChampionshipMickeyWright led by seven in 1961 on
her way to a title.
.And Kerr fell just short of matching
the largest 54-hole lead at an LPGA
major set by Babe Zaharias, who had a
ltktroke lead at the 1954 U.S.
Women's Open.
.
Mika Miyazato double-bogeyed No.
18 to finish at 72 and fall into athreeway tie for second with rookie Azahara
Munoz and Jirnin Kang after both
.finished with 70s in the LPGA Tour's
second major of the year. The only
others witl]in 10 shots of Kerr are SongHee Kim, who shot a69 Saturday, and
Jiyai Shin (70), who are 4 under for the
tournament; and American Karrie
Webb.(69) at 3-under,213.
~
Shtn, tHe world'sseccirid-rimked
player, is competing in her first
tournament since an appendectomy
two weeks ago.
Kang could only shrug when asked if
there's a chance of catching Kerr.
"I've got nothing to lose but 18 holes
to go;' Kang said. '1hat's all Ican say:'
Miyazato's not conceding anything
just yet, either.
Speaking through an interpreter,
Miyazato said: "If Ikeep my patience
and endure to the last hole, then .1am
going to be able to catch up:'

;coLLEGE

MATT DUNHAM/ ASSOCIATED PRESS

Landon Donovan has provided magicfor the U.S. during the World Cup with
extra-time and dutch goals. His 4S international goals are No. 1 in U.S. history.

mare.
But with America
receiving the boot from
the world's most
renowned tournament. we
turn our attention to the
positives.
The United States finally has an appreciation to
soccer.
. More importantly, I
became a fan of the game.
Whether it be the
coaches' son, Michael
Bradley, coming up with a
clutch goal or the rightly
dubbed "miracle on grass"
with Landon Donovan's
extra-time strike against
Algeria to keep the U.S.
alive, these games were

RYAN BASS
Sports Editor

For more columns
from Ryan Bass: ·

_

www.ryanbass.com

memorable.
Clint Dempsey; Jozy
Altidore, Carlos Bocanegra
and Tim Howard became
household names, and
Donovan rules supreme in
the sports world, at least
until the other football
starts.
They made America
relevant in the world picture and showed the
bridge between the U.S.,
the world and the game of
soccer has finally been

closed.
Ultimately, they
brought men. women and
children together not for
their race, religion or
home-state team, but
rather for the red, white
and blue.
Saturday's game wasn't
dictated by referees or disallowed goals, it was lost
the right way - with
pride, passion and
endurance. Ghana had the
talent, the luck and a
home-field advantage. The
U.S. had hope and drive,
but they were plagued
once again by an early goal
that proved the difference
in the game.
The mistakes of past
matches came back to bite
them.
Soccer could be better,
though, and adopting
some American philosophies would help gauge
PLEASE SEE
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GEORGE OEHL / CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

The Knights lost two of their best players in the offseason in Emma Cannon and Marshay White, but a group of seniors led by D'Nay Daniels and Angelina Mealing will try to lead UCF back to its winning ways.

•

UCLA TAKES, DOWNS TCU,
ADVANCES TO CWS FINALS
OMAHA, Neb. - Like everyone else
at Rosenblatt Stadium, UCLA's Trevor
Bauer was feeling the heat.
He said pregame warrnups were
almost intolerable. He gave up a horner
in th~first inning and had to work out
of a mini-jam in the second. And it
wasn't long after that his sleevesyes, the quirky sophomore was wearing
a long-sleeved liner - were soaked
through.
So don't think the Bruins'l0-3 win
Saturday againstTCU was no sweat.
Sweet?Yes.
The Bruins (51-15), who hadn't won
a game in two previous College World
Series, are heading to the best-of-three
championship round to face South
Carolina on Monday after Bauer limited
the Horned Frogs to four hits and struck
out 13 in eight innings.
·
Blair Dunlap hit athree-run horner in
UCLA's five-run first, and the Bruins won
going away.
"Obviously, that five-spot in the first
inning was huge;'Bauer said. "It gives
me confidence they have my back and
simplifies your pitching approach.
Throw strikes and don't put people on
base. In atighter game you haveto be
morecareful and.there's higher stress.
It's huge when the offense can support
you like thae
Aside from Bryan Holaday'stwo
home runs for TCU, Bauer (12-3)
dominated a lineup that was batting a
CWS-best .337. The Frogs, in the CWS
for the first time, finished the year 5414.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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UCF looks to rebound after inconsistent 2009
ALLEN LEVIN
StaffWriter

In three seasons at UCF, head coach Joi
Williams and the women's basketball program
have endured a wild, up-an<;l-down ride that
has seen a lot of h eartbreak and success.
In her first year in 2007-08, the Knights
went 10-19 for their first 10-win season in three
years.
A year later, a sophomore-led squad made
an incredible end-of-the-season run that saw
them seize the Conference USA Championship and give the program its first NCAA
tournament berth since 1999.
Now, a year after their postseason run, the
Knights finds themselves taking a step backward, finishing ll-16 in 2009-10 and losing to
top-seeded Tulane in the quarterfinals of the
C-USA Championship.
.
'We had really high expectations of ourselves and the coache~ did to. I mean you don't

want to say it was pressure, but it was kind of
a lot of pressure to put on kids," senior guard
Angelica Mealing said. 'We won the conference as sophomores, and then to come around
and do it again, it's a lot to expect out of anybody. We didn't get big headed, but we kind of
got laxed in a sense, so it humbled us."
The Knights' struggles can be attributed to
several factors, mainly their inconsistency, a
failure to capitalize on close games and not
being in sync at times.
'1 just think coming in as a freshman, it was
all about getting to know the system, and then
what we learned freshman year was put into
action our sophomore year and that's how we
won," senior D'Nay Daniels said. ·~d last
year, we just weren't in sync together, but we
learned from it. We just have to get better this
year."

,,

KNIGHTS NOTES
SUPER SENIORS
The Knights will feature some senior leadership on their
roster when they hit the hardwood in 2010, induding
Angelina Mealing, D'Nay Daniels, Chelsie Wiley and Jelisa
Caldwell.

AN EMPTY CANNON
Head coach Joi Williams will have to find a replacement for
third-leading scorer and top player Emma Cannon,who left
the team in the offseason due to personal reasons.

;,,

TOURNEY TIME?
UCF will be looking for yet another NCAA tournament berth
after securing a spot in the 2008-()9 season. It was the first
time the Knights made the tournament since 1999.

Although the Knights had trouble in close
games, they can look forward to something
this year that they haven't had in a long time:
senior leadership.
Mealing, Daniels, Chelsie Wtley and Jelisa
Caldwell make up a formidable senior core
that will help guide younger players as well as
attempt to keep the Knights competitive.
Those players were an integral part of the
conference title run and NCAA Tournament
berth, and they will look to bring UCF back to
those levels of success.
"D'Nay, Angelica, Chelsie, Aisha Patrick
and Ashia Kelly are all starting to understand
the expectations of senior leadership, which is
something we never had before," associate
head.coach Greg Brown said. "They will be
the driving force to lead this team this season."
Although the Knights return many of their
top seniors, they are going to have to battle
without two of their top players from the past
three seasons in Emma Cannon and Marshay
White, who left the team.for personal reasons.
Cannon was the team's leader in rebounds
and blocks last season, as well as their thirdPLEASE SEE
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Softball

Luers-Gillispie pleased with 2010, program
CARLOS PINEDA
Editor-in-Chief

The UCF softball team
had a historic season in 2010,
finishing with a 36-23 record
and securing an . at-large ·
berth in the NCAA

Gainesville Regional
The Future was able to
speak with head coach
Renee Luers-Gillispie after
completing her ninth season as the skipper.

thoughts on the 2010 season?
.LG: We finished on a
great note. Being able to get
an at-large bid says a lot
about our program, the
steps that we have taken
over the years and the
schedule that we have put

CFF: What were your

American rules can help
FROM

A8

U.S. interest.
A multi-million dollar
sport that is practically a
religion to countries outside of the U.S. should
have no reason for not
adopting instant replay,
and Americans saw the
worst of that this World
Cup. The human eye can
only see so much.
What about stoppage
time or a better system
for all the tie games?
All in all, the roots
have set in and the foundation was laid
I don't expect Ameri-

cans to go running out to
soccer fields or children
to be born to the sound of
vuvuzelas.
American football still,
and almost always will,
reign supreme in this
country.
But there were a couple more children born
named Landon the past
two weeks, and bars were
filled with stars and
stripes.
For me, it's admittance.
The time to finally
concede there actually is
something to this primitive sport.
The time to recognize

that the names Ronalda,
Kaka, Wayne Rooney and

Donovan should be mentioned on the same playing field as LeBron James,
Alex Rodriguez and Peyton Manning.
I may not understand
the entirety of the game, .
see the value and soul
that it spreads across
nations or even care how
the rest of the World Cup
finishes out, but I will
admit I've become a fan.
Americans are finally
getting all the buzz surrouncling soccer.
And that's not just the
sound of the vuvuzelas.

C-USA title .on seniors' minds
FROM

'
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leading scorer with 11
points per game.
"Of course its tough,
you build relationships
not only on the court but
off the court," Mealing
said "It's life lessons, were
just rolling with it. We're
not letting us get down
b~cau'se we,e going to
work 100 times harder
without them.r'
But even with the
departures, the seniors
that are still on the roster
are not worried.
· "It is what it is,"
Daniels said. "We just
have to learn from that
and move on. We can't
dwell in the past, we just
have to move forward.
Everybody just has to step
up and do their thing."
,AJtltougli Cahhon~and
White are no longer with
the prc;,gram, the Knights
will couple their returning core with a recruiting
class that includes two
post players and. two
guards;
'
"We have four freshman incoming, two talented post players tliat are
v~ry different from each
other," Brown said ''Erica
Jones is a good inside
presence and- a good
reb01.1~der. Sarah Green is
very athletic and runs the
floor incr~dibly well.

KATIE DEES/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

D'Nay Daniels will be one of four seniors returning to the Knights' roster for
the 2010 season. She averaged 9.8 points per game last season.

Aarika Judge has a great
shot to complement her
inside play."
Although the Knights
have been restructuring
their rosfetitie seniors on:
the squad think that the
2010-ll season will be anything but a rebuilding
year.
"I think we have a real.:.
ly good chance ofwinning
this entire conference and
winning the regular season," Daniels said. "We
have a lot of talent on our
team, · and we're just
adding on each year, so I
think we have a really
good chance of winning
the whole thing."
Mealing said it feels
like the team still has a lot

116S1 University Boulevard
407-513-9000
ResidencelnnUCF.com

•99 FullyEquipped Suites

5.lt-

left to prove after one
cessful season. ,
11
"We want to win
another
conference
championship and maybe
a regular season championship," Mealing said~
"The four or five seniors
that we have, we want to
firiish with a •bang and
don't want to be the onehit wonder of Conference
USA"
Either way, the Knights
will be a tough matchup
next year/ with a1 more
developed squad and
plenty of incoming talent.
· "Teams will have to
play us different next
year,'' Brown said 'We're
more mature, we just have
to make better decisions."
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together to get that kind of
recognition.
I felt very excited and
thrilled for our players to
have that at-large bid going
into regionals.

en: What does it mean
for your program to receive
an at-large after not getting_ ·
the automatic bid?
LG: You're always striving to win the conference
championship. It makes life
(Ff ARCHIVE
a lot easier kno~ you're UCF softball head coach Renee Luers~illispie led the Knights to the NCAA
automatically 'into that Tournament last season. She has been with UCF since the program's start in 2002.
regional
Getting the at-large, knew if we were going to be expectations not only for
. nationally we're getting rec- successful, we were going to herself but for her teamognized as a consistent pro- put a lot of pressure on her mates.
gram year in and year out shoulders. She worked realIt was really neat to be
We know that we can play ly hard over the summer to able to see her playing four
against the Top 25 teams get her to a position and to years for us and having such
across the country and be the strength she needed to a great senior year and re:µcompetitive with them
able to go game in and game ly being a great leader on
out
the field. She doesn't hold
CFF: What did playing
If you recall a few years anything back, she'll tell you
multiple ranked opponents back, going back-to-back like it is and expects a lot
throughout the season games was unheard of, out of everyone that's playaccomplish for UCF?
pitching in the rain was ing with her.
LG: [Playing ranked unheard of and those are
Where Ashleigh is more
teams] does two things. things that Ashleigh really of a ''let me show you what
One, for our players, it tells didn't have that experience I can be" on the field,
them we're not afraid to play in college up to that point
Hillary was one that expectanyone. In order to be sue- ·
She realized she had to ed you to play hard
cessful, you've got to play do a lot more work in the
the best. 1\vo, across the summer time and ·the offCFF: What are your
raµkings, we're willing to season to be able to get her thoughts on the 20ll season?
Any concerns? .
play anybQdy.
prepared for that
Nationally, you've got to
I think that is what a true
LG: I think we'll be
be able to go up against leader is, someone who strong. The one area that
those big schools and be takes it under their own we're concerned with will
competitive with them year wing and wanting to run be pitching. We've got one
in and year out In the past, with it. Ashleigh was so. freshman coming in Haley
we were basically a team determined to have a great Douglas. She was very sucthat was good in. our confer- _ senior year, and she was a cessful in California
ence, was successful in a few key component for a sueWe're looking forward to
games out ofconference but cessful season.
her coming in and making a
not . recognized program
difference for us. But Diana
until we won in 2008.
CFF: What type oflead- Rojas coming back, she's got
ership did Hillary Barrow this determination about
CFF: What did it mean bring to the team?
her like Ashleigh had last ·
to have Ashleigh Cole carry
LG: She's always had that year· to work hard over the
this team with her pitching same lead~hip role since summer and be a key comthis season?
she was a freshman. She's ponent
LG: Pure determination always been the bulldog.
It's really going to come
on her part. I think she was She's been the one that will down to our pitching and
not satisfied with her junior get the dirti~ will run into team chemistry to give us a
year. She wasn't happy with walls to make things happen shot at being successful this
the outcome of it, and she and she has such high season.
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OUR STANCE

College success
starts in summer_

•

S

ummer Bis upon us. By be around the rest of your
1rust us when we say you
now, you're either a pro life.
want to hold on to those for
at this whole college
This is where you're going dear life.
Using this short summer
game or you're a newbie who to build those memories that
decided to embrace this new
are going to make college,
term to go crazy, sneak into
journey a bit earlier than
well, memorable.
clubs, and get black-out
.
most
Heck, most of what you
drunk, is no way to start your
Either way, good for you.
remember about college is
college career.
Now is the time to settle
probably going to be what
Instead, have some fun,
but ,m ake an honest effort to
into your new digs, scramble
happened outside the classbe Sl,lccessful this term.
for last-minute schedule
room.
Setting goals now and
changes or textbooks and
At the end of the day,
though, the most important
working toward them may
maybe get to know this new
city you're in.
aspect of college is not to lose even give you more time to
As you bask in your newthe opportunity that is in
relax at the end of the semesfound freedom though, let us
front of you.
ter when everyone else is
let you in on a little secret ..:.._
Your fate has led you to
popping NoDoz and cramdespite what the media have
what some people can only
ming textbooks into their
heads. ·
shown you, and aside from
dream of. To throw away a
In front of you is a clean
what you might witness in
college education in the
your new dorm. college is not name of a good time, or "one
slate.
.
You have the chance to rea constant party.
crazy night," is not only
· At least, it shouldn't be.
dumb, but it will also cost
create yourself or better the
ffyou'rejust starting colyou way more than what you
person you were coming into
lege and·have only been out
paid for tuition
college.
Change your hair, change
ofhigh school for a month or
We want you to make
your make-up, change your
so, the temptation is going to . · your freshman year memobe killer.
rable, but for the right reaattitude; nobody will even
We all start college at the
sons. Along with building
notice, and there's something
exciting about that.
most tempting part of our
memories, college is where
lives. It's almost cruel
you will learn the beauty of
Join clubs or organizations
You're going to be surbalancing work and play.
on campus.
rounded by alcohol, new
It wouldn't behoove you
No doubt there will be
places to spend your money
to let your GPA slip now.
one to suit your interests.
Getting good grades early
From Japanese fencing_to
at, and all the time in the
world will be available to you on will give you some wiggle · envjronmental clubs, UCF
has it all .
'
as go out ~d explore your ·' room for the future, you
new territory.
know; when your classes get
Take some time to do
Who's to stop you? Not
really difficult and you're try- something related to your
major, or, if you have yet to
your parents, that's for sure.
ing to graduate.
choose a major, research the
Summer term tends to be
By all means, having fun at
programs and see what
this time in your life is impor- more relaxed, especially if
tant
you're not full-time, so use
catches your eye.
College is the chance of a
- This is where you're going that to your advantage. Grade
to find the friends who will
forgiveness only works twice. lifetime; use it wisely.
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The Future encourages comments from readers. In order to be considered for publication,
letters to tbe editor should not exceed 300 words; we-may edit for length. Submit them on line
, at www.Cem,a/Florido'ruture.com or~x them tQ 407-447-4556, Questions? Call 407-447-4558.
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L~BTQ rights
is our fight
J

•
•

une is coming to a
that is home to one of the
~ lot for the LGBTQcomclose, and we would
biggest gay pride events in
munity by expanding federal rights and benefits.
the world: Gay Days at Dishate not to mention
Gay partners of federal
ney.
that it is Gay and Lesbian
workers will now receive
Pride Month, particularly in · Having such an event so
light of the current attempts close to home leaves plenty . long-term health insurance,
of opportunity for students
access to day care and other
to repeal "don't ask, don't
tell,'' the military policy for
to become aware and get
benefits.
. Federal Housing Authorigays and lesbians to withinvolved in gay rights
ty loans can no longer ·conhold their sexual orientaissues.
sider the sexual orientation
The LGBTQcommunity
tions while in service.
of applicants.
is still fighting for the abiliLesbian, gay, bisexual,
ty to marry, still trying to
The Census Bureau
transgender and questionplans to report the number
ing pride month is meant to fully secure adoption rights
and still face employment
of people who report being
recognize contributions of
in a same-sex relationship.
the LGBTQcommunity and discrimination.
Hospitals must allow
Often, the members of
to mobilize the nation to
people to visit their ill partthe LGBTQcommunity fall
respond to issues.
ners.And federal child-care
June was chosen because victim to hate crimes, maksubsidies can be used by
it is the anniversary of the
ing June a call to enhance
the children of same-sex
hate-crime laws.
'
1969 Stonewall Riots in
domestic partners, accordManhattan, which mark the
Unfortunately, there are
beginning of the gay liberagroups and individuals who ing to a CBS report.
These are important
tion movement in the U.S.
work against the gay rights
This is the second year
movement because of their · steps, and it will take time
for some of them to be ·
President Barack Obama
own religious and moral
completed
declared June as LGBTQ
beliefs.
We hope that one day,
pride month.
We hope one day they,
look just as stupid and igno- LGBTQ discrimination will
He's used this June as a
. be left to history books, but
tool to push for the repeal
rant as the white supremathat can only happen when
cists in the segregated · ·
of "don't ask, don't tell,"
everyone takes a stand.
South.
something that we are
As young and active stuDiscrimination against
grateful for.
dents, this could be our call
the LGBTQcommunity is a
Members of the LGBTQ
threat to everyone's rights.
community should be able
to action.
.
If one group isn't free,
In the same way previous
to serve our country openly,
generations fought against
then none of us is free.
and not letting them do so
It should not be up to
racial discrimination in the
is a serious threat to AmeriSouth or protested wars
can civil rights.
voters to decide who may
they deemed needless and
We feel that rights for all and may not get married.
cruel, this could be our genThe federal government
is an issue college students
eration's chance to fight for
shoul,d enforce that everycould become more
a cause and initiate change.
one has these rights, just as
involved in, and that evenff you ask us, that's not
tually pride month will
it did with the Civil Rights
bad thing to be rememAct of 1964.
become more prominent.
@
Obama has thll§ far done bered by.
~ UCF is locate{l in a city

NATE BEELER / THE WASHINGTON EXAMINER

With movie rentals,
cheap, easy is good
On a late Thursday
are paying a monthly fee.
night, all I really want to
Blodcbuster is trying
do is watch a niovie.
to follow Redbox success
I hop into my car,
by minimizing the numclad in pajamas, to grab
ber of stores they have
a movie. I drive less than
and inst~g their own
kiosks in stores.
a mil~, park and walk
But they still charge
over to the Redbox.
I then begin to touch
more than Redbox, and
therefore have yet to
the screen till my
desired movie comes up.
have as much success
ME6AN WALLER
I swipe my card, grab
with the venture.
Guest Columnist
the movie and get back
I, like most of my sod-.
ety, am cheap. How·can
in my car.
you not be during this economy? I
This process w~ fast, easy, and
very convenient; everything our
don't want to rent .a movie that I
society wants.
could buy and get my money's
worth if I simply watched it twice.
Ryan Burton, in an article on
helium.com, explains how he got
My wallet is extra light these
days, and so were my movie renthooked on Redbox.
ing experiences, until Redbox
He states some limitations that
come with Redbox, but he ultimate- entered my life.
ly concludes that the benefits, price
Not only am I cheap, I am also
impatient. No one wants to wait for
and convenience ofRedbox outa movie. I had a friend that waited
weigh the negatives.
for a movie to come in the mail,
That is exactly why the Redbox
while I went down the street to
vending machines have been poppick it up.
ping up around the UCF area and
the country.
·
I never plan to watch a movie, I
just randomly get in the mood,
Redbox originated with the
McDonald's Ventures LLC as a way which is probably true for most
to promote more customers into
people. My society is impatient; it
wants what it wants when it wants
McDonald restaurants.
The first Redbox was in the
it. ff people want a movie now, they
Denver area in 2004. After much
don't want to wait. And because of
Redbox, they don't have to.
success, they expanded to now
I live right next to campus and
more than'20,QOO kiosks nationwide, with each kiosk holding more within half of a mile, there are three
Redboxes. You could literally walk
than 600 DVDs. The kiosks can be
found in McDonald's, grocery
across the street and be at two of
them. These machines are convenstores and convenience stores.
ient to go to if you live by a WalPerhaps the best characteristic
greens or grocery store.
of the Redbox, especially for a colRedboxes are also technologicallege student in this economy, is the
price. It only cosµ; $1 to rent a DVD ly easy to use. it is amazing how
technologically advanced our socie. of your choice, The dollar-a-day
ty has become.
late charge is not that bad, either.
Compared to renting a movie at
Who knew we were going to be
vending for movies from a comput· Blockbuster and even Netflix, this
is a pretty enticing deal
er? The system is easy to operate
and needs no explanation.
A movie at Blockbuster is
You read the screen and touch
around $5 across the country, and at
Netflix you pay a monthly fee
the movie you want to rent. The
longest part of the process of rentdepending on the type of plan
A year of a Netflix subscription
ing a movie at a Redbox is waiting
might nbt seem like a lot, you
for the person in front of you _to
would spend about $90 for the
choose a movie. ff you are that
impatient, which at times I am,
most limited plan
ff you were going to rent a
then you can go to the other locamovie at Blockbuster, you might as
tions nearby.
well buy the movie. ff you ,want a
Redbox suits our community
movie at Netflix, you better be an
perfectly; it is convenient and
avid movie-watcher, because you
cheap.
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WHAT YOU ARE SAYING

Lightning sparks fire
at Pointe
The fire alarm system didn't
work. I smell a lawsuit coming
from the residents. Mold in Pegasus Landing and non-working
fire alarms in Pegasus Pointe.
Good thing UCF contracts out
the housing for UCF students ...
that is working 'Yell for them I
see.
ANONYMOUS

Well UCF dumped Landing,
hopefully they will dump Pointe
as well, UCF housing should be
exclusively on campus like it is at
most other schools.
ANONYMOUS

Off-color speech
should be fine
General McChrystal was rightfully terminated for his insubordination President Obama <;lid

what anyone would do when
their subordinate clearly undermines their authority, especially
in a public way. To say that somehow everyone should go around
trashing their bosses because
they disagree with them is completely ill-advised.
There is a place to air one's
grievances and a magazine is not
the p lace to do so. If someone disagrees with the way something is
being handled they should go
directly to the source and Gen
McChrystal could have done so.
Obama was in no way being
overly sensitive about this situation; in fact, he pondered his
decision for about 40 hours. President Obama publicly commented that he would welcome
debate, but not tolerate division
in his team. In replacing
McChrystal with the equally
qualified Gen David Petraeus,
President Obama has demonstrated his commitment to maintaining a united front in the war
in Afghanistan
ANONYMOUS
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SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Online, phone, fax,

in person:

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check

10 am. Fri. for Mon. issue
4 p.m. Wed. for Thurs. issue

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: 11825 High Tech Ave,

~,.1

I

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

407-447-4S5S • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

CLASSIFICATIONS
JOO
125
150
175
200

225
250
275
300

Rate
Help Wanted: General
C
Help Wanted: Part-Tnne C
HelpWanted:Fu&-Tnne C
Busilless Opportunities 8
For Rent Homes
B
For Rent Apartments
B
Roonmates
. A
Sublease
A
For Sale: Homes
B

RATES
Rate

325
350
375
400
500

For Sale:Automotive B
For Sale: General
A
For Sale: Pets
A
8
A

ServiC!S
Announcements

600 Traver

B

700 Worship
800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted

8
8
B

l!m.-'
$J.9

First issue:
Each addl issue:

$J3

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering asuccessful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours aday
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MAILDLSPATQ-IER NEEDED
TO WORK FOR US. THE JOB
OOESNT ENTAILS ML.CH. All.
YOU HAVETO DO LS

HB.PWANTED
SeM-g snmtbl',0!1( as a
NANNY,f>l_AYTHERAf'ISTb'
cu 5W8et .n:t alloor:lnaE 5yeer-dj da.g1ler with um
Goodi:sy;ro +trus1H\WE!k.

if\ ..

.

Wil11ctl.
CaJrg, a,agetic.n:t aeati\e

••

~wilhakMlb',.n:t
EllCl)elierre 'Mll1<ill \Wh,
dicten shJljj cal Calheme at

Need Servers. Experierre req.mJ.
~ \\1llil Gocxfeta's i:11he Pt.iix

AazaooAJafaya& 50. Rei!tlle
dei\eyciiYersasireeded

WE OFFER B'.)lli!
1--irg b' l'TUpe JX)Si1n"\s in
sales & rustmer servire.
Ave1cq3 emrg fXS'dial of ·
$3!i,OOO + (base+ CXllTlTissi:ln).

)y

USEMAIL
(v.orkersneooedl@ool.<Xllll )

Mt= wned. 1 room available in

BeaJtifiJ 3 br 2 bah twseb' rait.
cbse to UCF at Camel Pak
(Dem Pioa:J). ~
. fercEd
ba::k yad, age1ied Fmia
Roam. $1100 fH rron1h. Gal Pal

• Gal 407.ffi2.32l1 to schecUe

Miiaview.
www.1heTh'Cleirn<Xllll

·@

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day fXS'dial. f\b
Experierre Neresscry. Traiirg
PttM:led./lg;18+0K
~ ext 107

'i'"'

,.l,•1

Rooms avail. for senior or
graduallestudent In mmacua1e
32 home near UCF. $400tno. + 11.3
utl. No pees please. Avail. asap.
Cal 407-719o098.

STABILITY & GROWTH!

·•:··

'a~fl

MUST SPEAK ENGLISH
FLUENTLY. FOR RJRTHER
DETAILSONTHEJOB SEND

COMPUTER LITERATE AND

4076442214
9,'f,! ,

CHERRY BEDR00\1 SET: Soi:!
W<xxJ. never used, traid re11 i1
fa:.by boxes. 895h Dovetail.
Qg,al oost$4500. Sel b' $895.
CM delver. (954)3:)2-2423

HAVE OUR MAILS RECEIVED.RECORD AND ALSO SEND OUT
PACKAGE OR MAILS TO OUR
CLIENTS. MUST BE

4079482289

AIRLINES ARE HIRING -Trltlb'
tqi pa-yrgAwooi M!nerwre
Gaea: F A A ~ progan.
Fi1cn:ia oo ff cµwfied- 1-bJsrg
· avaicille. CAU.Awooi 1nstib.ie
of Mai1tena'm (800)314"3769

413.2 2 lg'js u OCF. I.Jg fn:xj ba::k
~ . rrove i1 rea:ly. IX)SSiJle rent b
C1M\bwner1narm. $1750mo
004-601-1464
www.CharrrgStilWaa!rom

lrrore reslrdiJns ~ Mow i1
Speda v.ith mention of tis 00.
Cal 407-324-7773

jX)ci. Wa'Bnd., $475\oonmale

r;ff HELP WANTED:
l~ Part-Time

Cal (407)247-6423

UCF!NE ORLANDO
Cooial Ponte Luxtry ~
1 & 2 Beciooms Free W/D, jXXJI. .
fitness ren\81', patios.
2300 Eron Cr. 407-679«61

~ EWC is seel<irg pert1ine

- aim assistrt Essential Skis:
.

MJStbe<Xll1!riermus, 1a(e
iilialiw, .n:t haw a-1 ~
per.maily! T0Ert1 criented & wil
perbm a-1 !ITllY of aim tasks
(l*-g, 1i'YJ. et) E:xcelert
CXllTTTUicaliJn .n:t napers;ml
skis. Strorg ais1omer seM:8 .~
.n:t i:taie skis. Emai resureb
CSpbJsl<i@~.<Xllll
8eM"g someone i1eresla:l i1
gt:t,'vT'g IWh ~ l : J f1j tine
penncnent rde..

~ ~

Plll1ially fun 1 bed 1 bath efflclency
apt Kitchen with ful size fridge aid
miaowalle. Tenant Is responsible
for 1!,3 oostof elec.~-~ ~
montHy. Property Is localed al 115
E. 81h St. Chwala R. 32766, Aqwet
fanly oriented location. approx.
15min to UCF&SCC. Total due at
sl!,w,gfor leese$450, sec dep
$100, pees ok. Cal 407-36&&113

Ferrae rocmnale waited. Gleen.
cµet <Xll1TTUity .n:t tare Vf!1Y
ooseb carp.R Ga'i!, internet,
<Xll1TTUity El'T1E!l11ies, et
mded. Please cal Rebecx:a at
407-701-8331.

19

Monday puzzle:
Easy /eve/
Thursday puzzle:
Hard level

2

~,\:,':is a
camper

Room u rert n m tune n
As-i"gbl Park. New .n:t dea,.
5 nils froo1 UCF. QJet
<Xll1T!Uity. ~ intemet,

v.raess, a,d ~Cct,le.
$495,tro lJi i1d.

PREGNANT AND CONSIDERING
AOOPTION? Emmi a,d Lisa

Cal407~

are rea:lyb aiJpt a-i mrt.
Ga1ta:t allWef Rebecx:a
Ca:lalelo (A 8a' fl2885TJ, b'
rrore i1formaoon. Please cal at
90Hl86-9552 Cl' serd a-1 e-mai b

SERIOUS STUOENT
· Roan for rent In 42 home in quiet
Alaaya Woods mil. from UCF.

rebea::a~<Xllll

Sane 9lCpfJl1S0S pai:i

I~

Qileg!Slµi;ntsooy.$500 ~
~ - 727-643-2835

TRAVEL

NC Vlil:allon chalet
Utlle~Rldge
Priced ~for 1 or 2
VISitwww.vrbo.com #303004 &
www.ChalelSwltz.com for pies

Contact 407-678-9383
sonvner@na1ucf.edu

1-Room avai n-4/4b' Fal
'10Sµg ~1 @ Scierre DiM3.
Great kx:alicn. deal rcx:mnalBs.
l.a93SI wak-il ooset iw..n:I.

••

~g:>klv.e;

g.aailBed k7.Yest jml. Cal Matt
@

6
4
8

ACROSS
1 Apple computers
5Subsurtace
woodwor1<
decoration
1O Coffeehouse
convenience for
Web surfers
14 Give off. as light
15 '80s Pontiac
roadster
16 Ruckuses
17 Hammerhead
relative with

1 IOCITI avai i1 2/1 .5 NcnSrrdirg
Female pet.$550tro. rd al
l.Jtitaje_15 nin l:l UCF. Avai
rem. QJSlorrized lease avai.

1-bstmiy has 3 rocms lMi. fa
female stu:lens orly. 2 sklly
tare 1.5 ni to lJCF. $475 ui, wifi
& WD ~- Cal Fely 407- 739-0183
Too rocms avai.i1 Asirgloo A<.
twse ere ni. to UCF. Al uil.,
'Mfi, w/d rd.J.:led. f\b pets.

1
7

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
through 9 with no
repeats.

CROSSWORD

Phone, Cable, Broacbrd. Fenced
YJl'tl $650'mo. utll Incl.
Call Zach 239-789-5241
TheCrestatWalab'd Lakes
LuxtryCam a.t.m, w.tl, gym,

4
2
3 6
9 1
7
3
5 8- 2
3

© Puzzles by Pappocom

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

Available• 1 1 1 ~ . Email
lotslien@BigTreeh:.net or
Cal 239-707-4448

2 Bd/25 BaTOMkme v.ith
attm;d garage b' $700mJnth.
kioos 1he street !ran UCF.

5
3
9

4 2 7

3

finished 32 home on lake.
Wmled Comm, 6 mills to UCF.
·$500mo incl utlL NooSmokl!I:
sec sys, pool & 1emis. '

suldolku

1

3
6
8

2

Cal 352,004.$23

13eai.imJ3.Qcusbnci.pex.2ni
l:J UCF.1150sqft.~ rd.
t-msrokirg.petsok.$1:mtro
+ Sec Dep. 407-359-6001

7

(321) 279-0599brm.

K~ Wes. Bikini Team
Praooliooal l'vb:lels needed b'
1re Watfs Fi1e& Margiria Mix at
bca pcrties .n:t e\ells. emai
keywest@rnagailashax<Xllll

20 Visibly stunned
21 1930s-'40s New
York mayor La
Guardia
23 Submarine
weapon
26 Orange Free
State settler
27 Huge walrus
relative
32=rt,, :spy

8

By Scott Atkinson

35 Be untruthful
36 Sharpshooter
Annie
37 Supreme Court
intern
40 Antlered critter
42 Plains grazer
43 Cooking dass,
for short
45"_ Miz"
47 Curry of "Today"
48Primate wi1h

4 Treeless
Siberian tract
5 "No _ , ands or
buts"
6 Fed. research org.
7 Fall faller
8 Speedy

52 ~~Zt:!?1rish
singer
53 Pa90 Pago
natives
57 Talky gatherings
61 Large wall picture
62 Eins, zwei, _
63 One of two in

~Days
66 Alda ol "M"NS'H"
67 Clarinetist Shaw
68 Wordsof
understanding
69 Oxen's harness
70 Have anew
on life
71 Hanukkah
moolah

DOWN

1 Convened in
2 Compadre
3 "Close, but no _

.

Gonzales
exclamation
9 John Lennon's
love
1O Ride behind a
speedboat
11 TV's
"American "
12 Chicks, duci<s,

etc.

-

-

--

a 1
3 1
1:1 I
I H
V 0
d.

N A l
I 1 3
3 N 0
l 0 N
s••
:IWS 3 •3J.Vl:lO19NO0
1nos•>..N 1v1:1
011:1 J.
SH9n•11030
~

13 "That _
yesterdayr
18 Rshing line holder
22 Adjust a
L
~raph setting -~
ast .issue solved
24 ~ r. 's state:
38 Give new
, 54 Cropped up
25 Mayberry boy
meaning to
55 Bellybutton
28 Phone call
39 New Hampshire
56 Winter hazard
response
city
57 Melbourne
29 "Born Free"
41 Barbies'
greeting
lioness
counterparts
58 "The Motorcyde
30 Long, long time
44 Waterford product
Song" singer
31 Nashville's
46 Caribbean music ·
Guthrie
Loretta
49 Grown-up
59 Toucan's pride
32 Folk legend Phil
50 Plus-size
60 Mex. miss
33 Sit·(down)
supermodel
64 • the season
undaintilv
51 Cool cat's "Get
•
34 18-wheeler
it?"
65 Jeans brand

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds
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Log on:
www.CentralFlorida.Future.com
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Walk in:
I 1825 High Tech Ave.
Suite # 100
Orlando, FL 32817
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LOOK & LEASE WITHIN 48-HOURS TO
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WITH ZERO DOWN & NEW LOW RATES
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OVER 200 SQ FT OF PRIVATE BEDROOMS & WALK-IN CLOSETS
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.GO BIGGER THIS FALL
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